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“London continues to shine brightly as the primary UK
tourist destination. However, there is still an opportunity
for other major UK cities to highlight their holiday appeal

to UK residents by putting far more emphasis on the
unique cultural touchstones and experiences that each city

offers”.
– Rebecca McGrath, Leisure Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Promoting destinations outside London
• The role of accommodation in domestic tourism

This report examines holidays taken in the UK by its residents. These must constitute a stay of at least
one night and do not include business trips, visits to stay with friends and relatives or stays solely for
events such as weddings or funerals.

Data on the size and segmentation of the market are for Great Britain rather than the United Kingdom
(ie Northern Ireland is not included).

An adult, for the purposes of Mintel’s research, is anyone aged 16 years or over.

The standard travel and tourism definitions used in the terminology of this report are as follows:

• Tourism is any travel which involves an overnight stay away from home.
• A holiday is a subjectively defined form of tourism, as defined by the tourist in response

to surveys such as the IPS. A holiday can be distinguished from other leisure travel such
as visits to friends and relatives (VFR) or shopping trips.

• A long holiday is a holiday of four nights or more away from home; a short break is a
holiday that involves one to three nights away from home.

• Short-haul refers to air holidays within Europe, dominated by flights to Mediterranean
resorts but including the Canaries, which are treated as a part of the Spanish market.
Long-haul, therefore, refers to holidays outside Europe.
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Younger people are taking shorter holidays

Over a quarter took a city break

1-3 months is most common booking time

Own car/motorbike preferred choice of transport

Cost of accommodation is the most important factor

People are revisiting holiday destinations

25-34s most likely to have used peer-to-peer rented accommodation

Most expect to take another UK trip in the next year

Half of people have taken a domestic holiday in last year

Families with young children more likely to take a domestic holiday
Figure 20: Holidays taken in UK, July 2015

Over a quarter took a city break
Figure 21: Type of domestic holiday taken, July 2015

Younger people are taking shorter holidays
Figure 22: Domestic holiday length, July 2015

City breaks are kept short
Figure 23: Domestic holiday length, by domestic holiday type, July 2015

Most book independently
Figure 24: Booking method used, July 2015

1-3 months is most common booking time
Figure 25: Booking time, July 2015

Beach holidays booked further in advance
Figure 26: Domestic holiday booking time, by domestic holiday type, July 2015

Own car/motorbike preferred choice of transport
Figure 27: Travel method used for last domestic holiday, July 2015

Cost of accommodation is most important factor

People care about scenery

Millennials influenced by available activities

Attractions particularly important to families
Figure 28: Domestic holiday destination influencing factors, July 2015

People are revisiting holiday destinations
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Over a quarter have taken three or more domestic holidays

More than a third use comparison websites
Figure 29: Domestic holiday behaviour, July 2015

25-34s most likely to have used peer-to-peer rented accommodation
Figure 30: Stayed in peer-to-peer rented accommodation during a domestic holiday, by age, July 2015

Most expect to take another UK trip in the next year
Figure 31: Future domestic holidays, July 2015

Half of people will visit a place they have been to before
Figure 32: Future domestic holiday behaviour, July 2015

High interest in exploring the UK

Millennials want to stay somewhere unusual

People want more focus on tourism outside of London
Figure 33: Attitudes towards domestic holidays, July 2015

Younger people more influenced by cheap flights
Figure 34: Impact of cheap flights, any agree, by age, July 2015
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